Tuning the cellular uptake and cytotoxicity properties of oligonucleotide intercalator-functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles with human cervical cancer cells HeLa.
A series of organically functionalized, MCM-41 type mesoporous silica nanoparticle materials (PAP-LP-MSN and AP-PAP-MSN) with different pore sizes (5.7 nm and 2.5 nm, respectively) were synthesized and characterized. We selectively decorated the exterior particle surface of PAP-LP-MSN and the interior pore surface of AP-PAP-MSN with an oligonucleotide intercalating phenanthridinium functionality. While phenanthridinium itself is a cell membrane impermeable molecule, we demonstrated that both phenanthridinium-immobilized PAP-LP-MSN and AP-PAP-MSN materials could indeed be internalized by live human cervical cancer cells (HeLa). We discovered that the PAP-LP-MSN nanoparticles with the phenanthridium groups located on the exterior surface were able to bind to cytoplasmic oligonucleotides, such as messenger RNAs, of HeLa cells resulting in severe cell growth inhibition. In contrast, the cytotoxicity of AP-PAP-MSN, where the same oligonucleotide intercalating molecules were anchored inside the pores, was significantly lowered upon the endocytosis by HeLa cells. We envision that this approach of combining the selective functionalization of the two different surfaces (exterior particle and interior pore surfaces) with morphology control of mesoporous silica nanoparticles would lead to a new generation of nanodevices with tunable biocompatibility and cell membrane trafficking properties for many biomedical applications.